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about this video

The purpose of this guide to help you under-
stand, present and discuss the material con-
tained in the video Violence is Preventable 
for Very Important People: Elementary 
Students’ Responses to Children’s Exposure 
to Domestic Violence . This video was created 
for children approximately 8 to 11 years of 
age who have been exposed to physical and 
emotional violence at home. It is a tool to 
help break the silence on violence against 
women, making it safe for children to speak 
out, explore their feelings and ask for help. 

These dramatized scenarios are primarily 
designed for use in small group counseling 
interventions in school and agency settings. 
Child viewers can see how the counseling 
process works and may be less apprehensive 
about participating in a group. A secondary 
purpose is to help focus discussion with edu-
cators, counseling staff, and parents whose 
children may be attending counseling.

This video contains some disturbing scenes 
and is not intended to be shown without 
the presence of a Children Who Witness 
Abuse counsellor or other informed teacher 

this short educational dramatiza-

tion serves as a tool for the Children 

who witness abuse counsellors 

who work with boys and girls in 

school settings. the Violence Is 

Preventable project (VIP) links 

Children who witness abuse 

community programs with British 

Columbia schools. VIP is an initia-

tive of the BC Society of transition 

Houses (BCStH), a non-profit orga-

nization of transition houses, safe 

homes, second stage programs 

and other anti-violence agencies 

serving the needs of women and 

their children living with the effects 

of violence. the aim of the VIP 

project is to break the silence on 

violence against women and girls 

and make it safe for students to 

speak up in schools. It is also aimed 

at increasing awareness about 

violence at home and the impact 

on children by creating effective 

partnerships between schools and 

communities. VIP offers a number 

of educational and counseling ser-

vices to help identify the problem, 

support children and reach those 

who may otherwise not receive 

support. 
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or discussion leader. Leaders should refer to the educators’ curriculum and 
resources available through the BC Society of Transition Houses, prior 
to showing the video. Viewers who have been exposed or are the direct 
victims of abuse may want to talk about their reactions and feelings and 
there must be ample opportunity for debriefing. Presenters should be well 
prepared to handle personal disclosures and requests for further help. 

The video may be shown in its entirety but you might find it useful to stop 
at certain points and ask the audience what is happening in the scene and 
how the characters are feeling. You might ask the children what would 
they do if they were in this situation and what might happen next.
PRoBaBly tHE moSt ImPoRtant mESSagE FoR CHIlDREn EXPoSED to VIolEnCE IS 
tHat tHEy aRE not alonE anD tHat HElP IS aVaIlaBlE. 

defining violence against women

Violence against women is a serious crime that occurs in all socio-
economic, cultural and racial communities. No particular culture sanctions 
abuse. It comes in many forms from physical threats and physical assault 
to more subtle forms of psychological abuse. Both men and women can be 
abused. But because men often have more cultural, economic and physical 
power than women they are more likely to use force, intimidation and 
fear to dominate women in relationships. Statistics show that in abusive 
intimate relationships many more women than men are seriously injured 
or killed. 

All forms of violence aim to control women, wearing down her spirit and 
self-esteem. Over time the woman blames herself and often sees no way 
out. A mother may stay in or leave violent relationship for the sake of her 
children. It is not easy to protect and care for herself and her children if she 
chooses to leave her partner.  Many obstacles including cultural or religious 
values, unrealistic hope that her partner may change, lack of financial and 
emotional support, or fear for the safety of herself and her children can 
effectively prevent a woman from leaving. It is important for schools and 
helping agencies to be aware of the risks and difficulties such women face 
and to offer as much support as possible.
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exposure to violence in the home

“EXPoSuRE to VIolEnCE” mEanS BEIng wItHIn tHE VISual oR HEaRIng RangE oF 
VIolEnCE anD EXPERIEnCIng tHE EFFECtS oF tHE aFtERmatH. 

Children exposed to violence at home are caught in a confusing web. 
They tend to feel guilty and responsible for the conflict. They are often 
ashamed that their family is not a “normal”, happy one. They may feel 
alone because the abuse takes place in secret and they cannot share the 
problem with others. They may be afraid the abuser will punish them or 
child welfare authorities will take them away. They can experience feelings 
of helplessness and self hatred.  In some cases they attempt to intervene 
and get hurt themselves. Children who are exposed to violence against 
their mothers are often as traumatized as those who are physically abused 
themselves. 
CHIlDREn wItnESS 40-80 % oF VIolEnCE agaInSt womEn CaSES anD may BE 
DIRECt taRgEtS tHEmSElVES. 

the impact of exposure to violence

Children exposed to violence find ways of coping with their anxiety, fear 
and insecurity but many of these strategies develop into serious psycho-
logical and emotional problems. There are many different impacts but 
here are a number of signs or behaviors children may exhibit:

• anxiety
• fatigue (sleep disturbance)
• neglected appearance (hungry, dirty, poorly dressed)
• school absenteeism (attributed to illness or need to look after 

mother and younger siblings)
• eating problems
• sickness (nausea, headaches, stomach aches)
• poor concentration, inability to complete tasks
• aggression ("acting out", bullying, anger, hyperactivity, tantrums) 
• depression (sadness, lethargy, withdrawal, fantasizing)  
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• defiance  (attention seeking, running away, substance abuse)
• immature or regressive behavior
• “perfectionism” (easily frustrated and always needing to be in  

control) 
• responsibility beyond his/ her age

As they grow up, some children model their behavior on their parents' and 
are at risk of becoming either victims or abusers themselves, perpetuating 
the cycle of family violence through successive generations. 

RaVI: no onE to look aFtER mE 

tHE SCEnE: 

Ravi is in his bedroom trying to drown out sounds of violence. He comes 
into the living room where he approaches his injured mom and starts to 
clear up the broken pottery. A mother experiencing violence may struggle 
to attend consistently to her child’s needs. Many lack the support they 
need to cope with their dangerous situation. Ravi may compensate by try-
ing to be too “adult” and responsible for his age. 

tHE SCEnE:  

At the playground Ravi sits alone and does not play with the other chil-
dren. He is sad and worried about events at home. This anxiety and fear 
isolate him from healthy interaction with other children. Ravi probably 
does not bring other children home to play because the violence is a family 
secret and his home is not a predictable, safe and welcoming place. His 
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cultural background may isolate him 
even further. His parents may place a 
very high value on family privacy and 
resent interference from outsiders. 
Even if Ravi tells someone about the 
abuse, he risks punishment, denial by 
his parents and perhaps gossip and 
ridicule in his community. The police 
may arrest his dad.

tHE SCEnE: 

In the counseling office Ravi describes his situation at the Transition 
House, how it has to remain secret, how frightened he is, and how he 
hopes there will be no more fighting. The counsellor reassures him that  
he will be safe and that he will be getting adult help.
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SoPHIE: Do you want mE to HIt HER agaIn? 

tHE SCEnE:

Sophie loves to read on the back steps where she can escape from the noise 
and conflict indoors. One day she hears a commotion just inside the door. 
When she enters she finds her father shouting at and beating her mother. 
His absurd question suggests she can influence his actions, that she is caus-
ing the violence. 

Sometimes children are used as spies and interrogated about their moth-
er’s behavior. Or they may be used as hostages when the abuser threatens 
to hurt them in order to terrorize their mother. Unfairly caught in the 
middle of these conflicts, children like Sophie become confused and blame 
themselves for the pain inflicted. 
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tHE SCEnE: 

Sophie becomes angry when they won’t play the game her way. At home 
she may easily have picked up the message that you can get your own way 
by using aggression. But in fact nobody likes a bully and Sophie ends up 
being excluded from playing with the other girls. 
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SoPHIE: ImPaCt at SCHool

tHE SCEnE: 

Sophie has no control over the violence happening at home. But she likes 
to exercise a lot of control at school. When another girl accidentally bumps 
her arm and blots her artwork, she rips up her drawing. Self-destructive 
emotional outbursts like this derive from Sophie’s hidden feelings of anger 
and hurt.

Sophie may find it difficult to trust adults or feel safe disclosing the 
violence at home, but she might open up at this point.  Sophie’s teacher 
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responds appropriately by talking quietly, calming her down, and attempt-
ing to find out what is really the matter. The teacher needs to be prepared 
to listen and treat the problem seriously. Sophie needs to hear that assault 
is a crime and it is not her fault. The teacher can also help Sophie by con-
necting with the CWWA program.  In addition to offering Sophie indi-
vidual support, the program can help her teacher create some classroom 
strategies that defuse Sophie’s emotional triggers and help her focus on 
learning. Sophie’s Aboriginal heritage is an important factor in determin-
ing how to deal with the family and help Sophie cope.

When disclosures take place, teachers are governed by specific legislation 
and ethical guidelines which prescribe the action to be taken. Following 
school protocols, a teacher may consult with the principal and other school 
staff. There are a number of community agencies and authorities who can 
take appropriate action or make a referral for individual or group counsel-
ing. A child protection investigation could take place if there is a concern 
that the child is being emotionally harmed or otherwise put at risk by 
exposure to abuse. 
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diverse backgrounds and cultural awareness

Mothers from diverse cultures, lesbian, bisexual and transsexual women or those 
with disabilities face many additional problems when leaving an abusive relation-
ship. There may be language barriers, isolation, and fears about financial security 
and immigration status. Systemic racism is yet another burden.

In many cultures violence against women is not discussed and family and gender 
roles differ from those of the dominant western culture. Children from diverse 
backgrounds can have problems reconciling the values they learn at home with 
the messages about assertiveness and individualism communicated at school 
and in CWWA programs. When family needs are held to be more important 
than individual ones, child witnesses may feel uncomfortable with the idea that 
children are not responsible for their parents’ problems. 

Sometimes it is difficult for school staff to communicate with caregivers to find 
out what is going on. Children are often called upon to act as translators of 
the language and culture to their parents. This role reversal weakens parental 
authority and places the child in an awkward position, having to be obedient and 
conforming on the one hand while increasingly independent and powerful on the 
other. As the child rapidly learns English and adopts Canadian customs, there 
can be serious conflicts with parents. Mothers in abusive relationships may feel 
unable to leave because they would not be able to cope on their own with their 
children’s evolving behaviors and values. 

Violence against women is particularly distinct and acute within Aboriginal 
communities where children grow up with the effects of displacement and the 
sexual and physical abuse passed on through the descendents of residential 
school students. This multi-generational experience of violence and abuse within 
Aboriginal communities is not just a collection of individual family problems but 
a widespread systemic issue. As a result many Aboriginal people now distrust the 
mainstream school system. Many students drop out of school because they find it 
difficult to learn and participate in programs designed for the dominant culture. 
Different strategies are also required to deal with the impact of abuse. Aboriginal 
people may distrust the justice system which they view as racist and prefer to use 
legal and support services within their own communities. Aboriginal treatment 
methods focus on healing rather than the negative aspects of violence. 

A great deal of helpful information and advice on the core values, beliefs and 
behaviors of diverse cultural groups is available through Vancouver Lower 
Mainland Multicultural Family Support Services 604-436-1025. Aboriginal 
support can be found at: Helping Spirit Lodge 604-872-6649  www.helping-
spiritlodge.org and Pacific Association of First Nations Women  604-873-1833  
www.pafnw.com 

 

http://www.helpingspiritlodge.com
http://www.helpingspiritlodge.com
http://www.pafnw.ca
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how Cwwa programs can help

CWWA Intervention Group Sessions provide a safe environment where 
children can process and understand the violence they have been exposed 
to. Discussions and activities allow children to communicate better, 
solve problems and constructively express a range of emotions, including 
depression, shame, guilt, fear, and loss. The main message, of course, is that 
the children are not alone and not to blame for the violence. By the end of 
the session children will have developed a stronger social support network, 
more self-confidence and esteem as well as a practical safety plan. 

School can be an ideal place for a CWWA group session because it can fit 
neatly into a child’s timetable and does not create any transportation prob-
lems or excessive time commitments. One of the requirements for group 
participation is that the child no longer be in the violent environment. The 
child needs to be emotionally ready and have the freedom to participate 
and speak up about what is going on at home. The group is a neutral place 
where confidentiality is critical. Many soon develop new and trusting rela-
tionships with the other children and even learn how to relax and have fun.

Parental consent is required and that is usually not difficult to obtain espe-
cially when the mother has left the violent relationship. Approaching parents 
from non-dominant cultural backgrounds requires sensitivity and an under-
standing of that culture’s specific traditions and values. In fact, parents from 
cultures that value authority, including educational authorities, may be more 
willing to accept a group placement recommendation for their child. 
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tHE SCEnE: 

Ravi is introduced to the CWWA group which includes Sophie. In the 
group the children can feel safe, private, and under no pressure to talk. The 
children express how hard it is to be stuck in the middle and how they fear 
getting hurt. 

Most children exposed to violence hold back and don’t acknowledge their 
feelings. Counseling can help them identify and validate such feelings as 
sadness, frustration and anger. It can show them how to handle these feel-
ings in a non-violent or non-destructive way. For example, group leaders 
can use art to help discuss feelings. One girl speaks of her sadness while 
Sophie talks about her anger, her feeling of being out of control. 

There are also practical things that can be done to release and deal with 
tension and fear. Children are encouraged to talk with someone they 
consider safe – a teacher, a grandparent, an aunt, a friend a neighbor. They 
learn how to dial 911 and ask for help. The group may discuss the option 
of staying at a shelter or Transition House where they will be safe, at least 
for the time being. Many other confusing issues do arise when children 
leave home and lose contact 
with the dad they still love 
but whose behavior they 
hate. Children often have 
to adapt to a new school, 
neighborhood and friends. 
Frequently there are also 
money worries and custody 
issues that follow.
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By focusing on the child’s point of view in an otherwise chaotic adult 
world of insecurity and conflict, individual or group intervention can offer 
hope that negative feelings can change. Children learn that such feelings 
are common and quite normal and it’s okay to feel this way. They learn 
that there are people, services and specific tools that can help them cope 
with the trauma of witnessing abuse. Many learn to accept that they can’t 
change their family, but eventually can hope to be safe and happy. Teachers 
and counsellors can become strong, caring and consistent role models to 
support these children through difficult times.
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discussion questions for children:

• How would you help a friend at school who told you his or her 
parents were fighting? What would you say?

• How would you feel if you had to come to school after watching 
your parents fight? What would be on your mind? Would you be 
able to focus on schoolwork?

• What are some of the unique problems that arise for children from 
different cultural backgrounds?

 SoPHIE:
• How does Sophie show us that she does not like her dad hitting her 

mom? What kind of things does she do?
• Sophie’s dad asks if he should keep hitting her mom. What does 

that tell you about her dad? How does Sophie feel? How would 
anyone else feel?

• How does Sophie get along with her friends? Is she popular?
• How is Sophie feeling when her arm gets jogged and she messes up 

her drawing? What could the teacher do to help? Who else could 
Sophie talk to about what she has witnessed at home? 

• If Sophie continues to get mad and act out, what do you think 
will happen to her? i.e. suspended from school, lose her friends, be 
unhappy. 

• What do you think she might be thinking when she rips up her art 
or orders her friends around.

• What does Sophie do when she is feeling upset in class? (time out)

 RaVI:
• How is Ravi feeling at the playground? 
• Who could Ravi talk to about what is happening at home?
• How does Ravi feel when Sophie tears up her art?


